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A Platform for Rural Mobility: This article was developed from a briefing CTAA recently offered to a
key congressional committee that asked about emerging issues in rural transit and how these issues
might be addressed from a policy perspective. To guide that discussion, we divided the briefing into
the sections you’ll see below, and found that it engendered a fruitful conversation.
A Platform for Rural Mobility: Taking the lead from our rural mobility section, we decided to employ
the same structure in analyzing the state of urban America and its key transportation challenges. This
article spotlights not only those key issues, but offers some policy solutions that will lead to better
and more accessible urban mobility.
A Platform for Connectivity: As was the case with our New Vision for Surface Transportation
(released in 2009) CTAA believes that connectivity between and among rural and urban communities
and transit systems is the specific aspect of our national transportation strategy that is most lacking.
The Finance Challenge: Supporting a Diversified Transportation Network: Given the regional
realities of how Americans go to work, access health care, find educational opportunities and in
general live their lives, a fully connected and integrated surface transportation is vital.
The Time to Act is Now on Reauthorization:The system with which we finance the next surface
transportation era in American history must be brought in-line with the expected mobility outputs
that the system must generate. A diversified, multi-faceted transportation network requires a similarly
encompassing investment strategy that seeks to build from the current transportation trust fund
theory.
Join Our Dialogue: In February, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce testified before the U.S. Senate’s
Environment and Public Works Committee on The Time is Now for SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization.
The world’s largest business federation with more than 3 million members, the Chamber presents a
business sector’s view of the role of surface transportation in our national economy.
Transportation Initiatives: Winning at the Ballot Box: In all policy discussions, it is good to have
a road map to success. Recently, transit has been winning local referenda — including those where
people vote to either begin or extend a tax to support transit — at a nearly 75 percent clip.
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From the Editor-in-Chief

Defining New Priorities for Policy

In keeping with the innovative and exciting spirit of our new digital publication, click anywhere on
the above image to view Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren’s video editor’s note.
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Voices from the Community

The Future for Transit: A Regional
Emphasis
The Goodman Corporation, with offices in Austin and Houston, prides itself on transforming ideas into transportation
solutions. In this discussion with CT Editor-in-Chief Scott
Bogren, Barry Goodman discusses a new way of organizing
the nation’s transportation investments — one that focuses on
regional planning, regional connectivity and regional performance. Goodman, whose company has worked in transportation for more than 30 years and who has direct experience
with both the FTA (then UMTA) and as a local transportation manager, offers an intriguing path forward for national
transportation policy that fits well into this edition of DigitalCT. He can be reached directly at barry@thegoodmancorp.
com

Click on the microphone icon to the right to
listen to the interview.
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www.trapezegroup.com/novus

Easy. Web-based. The Key to Success.
From call taking to scheduling to dispatching, Web-based NOVUS is an easy-to-use
solution designed to help you manage the unique needs of your demand response
transportation organization.
NOVUS for Demand Response:
· Intuitive, Web-based and easy-to-use system
· Scalable for any size transit organization
· Accommodate unique transportation and business models
· Provides secure access to remote offices, organizations and employees
· Accurate and meaningful statistics every time
· Coordinated service capabilities provide a tightly integrated end-to-end solution
· Powerful, yet simplistic automated scheduling tools
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Voices from the Community

The American Bus Association: Partners in
Connectivity
American Bus Association (ABA) Senior Vice President for
Government Affairs and Policy, Clyde Hart, joins this edition
of DigitalCT in a wide-ranging conversation with Editorin-Chief Scott Bogren. A particular focus of the discussion
are the ways in which the ABA and CTAA have partnered to
both expand the dialogue on intercity connectivity and raise
awareness of its central importance for many smaller-urban
and rural communities. From broadening financing concepts
to improving the public-private dialogue at the local level,
Hart highlights the vital collaborations between the two associations and underscores why these efforts need to become a
national mobility priority.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to
listen to the interview.
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Reliable comfort. Depend on it with Carrier. With a comprehensive
offering of rearmount, roofmount, and split systems to meet virtually
any application. As always, Carrier systems excel at bottom-line
results…with low life cycle, operating, and maintenance costs.
Call Carrier Transport AC, 1.800.673.2431. Or visit our Web site.
Depend on the people who have comfort and reliability, yes, down cold.
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At the Community Transportation EXPO website
—www.ctaa.org/expo —you can now:

• Register for the Conference
• Book your hotel room

• Preview all of the training topics
• Tour the trade fair floor
• Register for the Roadeo

If you have any questions about the Community Transportation EXPO — or if you
need a paper copy of the brochure and registration form, please email expo@ctaa.org
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Seeking New Policy Directions
To help organize DigitalCT’s contribution to New Transportation Policy Directions, we divided this publication into six sections:
rural mobility, urban mobility, connectivity, finance, a time to act and join our dialogue. Each section not only contains an article (or
articles) on that topic area, but also offers key resources like maps, reports, best practices and charts that add both depth and insight into that specific topic area. Enjoy!
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A Platform for Rural Mobility
This article was developed from a briefing CTAA
recently offered to a key congressional committee
that asked about emerging issues in rural transit
and how these issues might be addressed from
a policy perspective. To guide that discussion, we
divided the briefing into the sections you’ll see
below, and found that it engendered a fruitful
conversation. Here, we explore the role of intercity
services in rural communities as well as the impact of a dispersed health care network, among
others. If you’d like to join our policy dialogue on
rural transit, please email us at cteditor@ctaa.org.

Rural Mobility

The State of Rural America
The challenges that impact rural transportation are inseparable from the larger conditions that define America’s rural communities today. The economic downturn that
has affected the entire nation over the past
several years is even more acutely felt in
rural America. Average incomes are lower in
these communities, while the cost of living is
proportionally higher – as costs for everyday
needs such as food, fuel and utilities gradually consumes larger percentage of paychecks.
Gas price increases, for example, disproportionately impact rural residents who travel
greater distances and tend to operate older,
less fuel-efficient vehicles. This is especially
true for the most at-risk populations, including seniors, people with disabilities, jobseekers and veterans, who are often driven to the
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precipice of poverty while attempting to make
ends meet.
Meanwhile, the revenue streams available to
state and local governments to support rural
communities are increasingly constrained
through declines in property values and the
stalled climate for economic development.
At the same time, rural areas face greater
difficulty in capturing the value contained
in their communities due to the growing
distances its citizens need to travel in order
to access employment, health care and other
essential services – compounding the inherent economic disadvantages of rural life. The
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census indicates a declining population for
rural America. Indeed, a fundamental truth
of today’s rural America is emerging – a place
where the needs are greater but the resources
are less.
The State of Rural Transit
Rural transit service is as varied as the
small towns and communities that it serves.
No two systems are alike — from investment sources to service modes to customers.
Today, rural transit operators provide more
trips than ever before and provide this service
using an increasing diverse array of service
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A Platform for Rural Mobility
types. The traditional demand-response rural
transit operation that once largely served senior citizens has been transformed in recent
years to a full-service public transit agency
with intermodal connections with intercity
operators, employer-partnered vanpools as
well as providing vital medical transportation
trips to dialysis, chemotherapy and to our nation’s veterans and their families. These rural
systems deploy state-of-the-art technology to
ensure their operations are as cost-effective
and efficient as possible.
The modern concept of coordinated transportation was invented by rural transit operators as they evolved and responded to the
specific mobility needs in their communities.
No single source of investment was sufficient
so each operator learned to build both public
and private partnerships in order to meet local demand. Today, the two most vital sources
of rural transit investment are the FTA Section 5311 formula funding program and the
Medicaid non-emergency transportation
program.
Connectivity is Key
The twin challenges of providing transportation in rural communities, and responding
to the significant and growing limitations of
rural America present an urgent opportunity
to build a connected network of mobility options to link people with destinations. Simply put, doing things the same ways they’ve
always been done fails to recognize these self-
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Resource to Watch: Nonmetro Population Change 2000-2005
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service
Recent population trends suggest a shift away from rural areas to metropolitan ones, leading to increased isolation and greater costs of living.
evident realities of how rural Americans live,
work and participate in their communities
today. The most proven approach to address
this re-shaped rural environment is through
enhanced connectivity.
Spanning a range of human services,
transportation systems and physical locations, connectivity unites the mobility needs
of rural Americans – and all Americans – by
encouraging efficient and responsive linkages
between the places people live and the
destinations they need to reach. Sometimes
connectivity is found in vibrant centers of
community mobility – modern Union Stations – where transportation providers, community programs and economic development
intersect. In other instances, connectivity
becomes real when public organizations and
private entities forge partnerships to meet the
needs of a specific group of people through
innovation and efficiency. In still others, the
markers of connectivity are regional collaborations that transcend the jurisdictional
boundaries that pose artificial and attitudnal barriers to neighbors helping neighbors.
Many times, true connectivity encompasses
all of these elements working in concert.
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Regardless of how it is achieved, the investment, resources and programs which make
connectivity possible are urgently needed to
further expand mobility options and make
real progress in responding to the state of
rural America today.
Rural Transit Builds Economic Development and Jobs
Rural transit does more than move people,
it also builds rural economies by connecting
local residents with expanded regional job opportunities, by allowing residents to continue
living in rural communities and by helping
revitalize small town main streets.
CTAA members are not only significant
local employers themselves, they are working with both large and small local employers
to develop employee transportation routes
throughout rural regions, sometimes as part
of existing fixed-route services and in others,
developing specific employment routes in
concert with the employer. Sometimes these
routes cross county lines, in other cases, they
cross state lines. In every case, they facilitate
employment and allow employees and their
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A Platform for Rural Mobility
paychecks access to their home towns.
In some communities, rural public transit
agencies are building a smaller-scale version
of transportation-oriented development that
can help revitalize main streets by focusing
together people, human services, retail outlets, regional connections and commercial
opportunities. These smaller-scale intermodal
stations often connect with private intercity
bus lines and taxi companies to help connect
local residents with nearby cities and airports.
Rural public transit has a significant role to
play in reviving rural America and helping its
residents get back to work.
Rural Transit Serves At-Risk Populations
The people who depend upon rural public transit services are often those for whom
there is no other way to go. Older Americans, people with disabilities, the working
poor, veterans, Native Americans and more
need effective mobility to avoid the stifling
isolation that degrades their health, independence, employment, education and overall
quality of life.

The growing population of older Americans
in rural communities absolutely depends on
their local transit systems to be able to agein-place and live out their years in the communities they call home. From health care
appointments to congregate meals to shopping and social outings, rural public transit
is vital to the fastest growing segment of the
rural population: seniors.
The population of veterans returning after
service in Iraq and Afghanistan is disproportionately rural and requires cost-effective
connections to both local and regional VA
health care facilities, as well as to the educational and employment opportunities they
will need to reintegrate back into society.
Our nation’s Tribal communities, too, are
largely rural in nature and require transit
operations for effective connections to health
care, to employment, to social service providers, among others. Across the country, Tribal
leaders are embracing transit as a viable
means of local economic development and
connectivity.

Resource to Watch: Rural Unemployment Rising
Source: Daily Yonder
While some projections indicate the overall national economy is recovering
the recent downturn, rural areas are still struggling to regain their footing.
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Medical Transportation Emerges as a Top
Priority
Since its inception, rural public transit has
been engaged in providing rural residents
with important connections to medical care.
These non-emergency transportation services have been important to residents of all
ages, but especially to the elderly. Demand
for these services have increased dramatically over the last decade since changes in
the delivery of health care have introduced
major consequences for rural Americans.
Part of this increased demand is created by
having more health care delivered in noninstitutional settings, such as outpatient care.
This is especially difficult for rural transit
providers because these increases have occurred at a time when many smaller hospitals
and primary care providers have left smaller
communities where service volume is lower.
Consequently rural transit must take residents further and further from their homes to
reach routine – as well as specialized – services. This is especially true of the growing
need for transportation for dialysis services.
Rural public transit is often the only option
to connect people with these services.
Changes in the health care marketplace as
well as the implications of health reform will
increase the utilization of non-institutional
care. Growing senior populations in rural
communities will also enhance the need for
such services. CTAA members report that in
some communities the, demand for service
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Resource to Watch: The Varying Impact of Gas Prices
Source: The New York Times
Rising gas prices affect everyone negatively, but rural areas are harder
hit by increasing fuel costs, due to their higher average driving distances
than metropolitan regions.
to health care means that little capacity is
available for other mobility needs. The current rural transit program – financed through
Section 5311 – offers local communities and
mobility providers flexible ways to provide
services in this area.
The clear and steady progress on providing this service has been severely challenged
across rural America in the last two years.
The severe budget crisis affecting most states
have had a dramatic impact on rural services,
as have the changes states are implementing
in health care, such as new Medicaid administration models.
There is a greater need for more supportive
coordination efforts with local health care institutions, as well as developing coordinated
efforts that create mobility partnerships with
local ambulance and medical transfer providers, since rural residents will need a combination of this services to live at home in the
years ahead.
Streamlining
As essential to the continued reinvestment
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in rural America and its mobility options is a
rethinking of the sources of investment and
the policy structures which help support rural
transportation providers. Although continued investment in rural transportation – and
transit systems in all communities – is always
needed and appreciated, the bureaucratic
procedures and programs installed around
those resources frequently become burdensome to transportation providers and often
serve as barriers to progress and innovation.
Several transit investment programs administered by federal agencies stipulate hundreds of conditions in order to qualify, often
so many that some transportation providers
avoid them altogether, for the return in resources does not match the effort needed to
obtain them. Likewise, transportation legislation often includes restrictions on how recipients can utilize that investment or requires a
local match – conditions which impose strict
limitations on budgetary decision-making and
fiscal creativity, especially during tough economic times, like today. At the same time, the
process by which these policies are crafted is
nearly always devoid of input from the very
people they impact: the professionals and
experts who lead our nation’s transportation
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systems and the riders for whom they benefit.
A substantial re-envisioning is necessary of
not only what our nation’s transportation policies require, but – perhaps more importantly
– how they are created in the first place.
The Local Share Challenge
Among the most pressing issues facing rural transit operators is the challenge of finding and maintaining the local share necessary
to match Section 5311 operating and capital
investment. The poor state of local rural
economies, combined with unprecedented
large state budget deficits, is the crux of this
dilemma.
Many CTAA members report that increasing or even maintaining Section 5311 formula funds in the next transportation reauthorization bill is not enough — that they
need states and localities to fully adopt all
of the flexibility available in developing local
match options. We hope that the Congress
can initiate these important discussions with
the states. Flexibility is, in fact, vital.
During development of the last reauthorization — SAFETEA-LU — Section 5311 local
share flexibility was offered to states with
large tracts of federal land. We would like to
explore a similar filter based on local unemployment figures and/or fuel prices as a trigger for lowering local match ratios for rural
public transit agencies.

16
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A Platform for Rural Mobility
Rural Transit’s Need for Revenue of Our
Own
There has been a living partnership between the federal government, our states, and
local communities in financing rural transit.
Over the last two decades state governments
have increased investment as part of this
partnership, as have local governments across
the nation. Rural transit has always been
community-oriented and it is common to find
local rural transit providers doing everything
from holding bake sales to raffles to fund
drives in order to meet their financial obligations.
There is a different context in transit thinking in rural service. Rural transit often approaches service development from the need
in the community, as opposed to providing
services based on what funding is available.
That’s why we think it’s not unusual to find
many rural agencies – regardless of their size
or sophistication – still engaged in what we
call the bake sale approach, looking for every
possibility to fund the local share of their
services, or to arrange investment to provide
service when the state distributes its 5311
allocations.
The economic situation of the last several
years has disrupted this traditional partnership, as the financial impact of the recession
has hurt the local financial resources for
rural service. Unlike larger transit authorities
in urbanized areas, there are very few ways
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to create special taxing or revenue districts to
offset these changes in state revenue. Additionally, local governments in rural America
tend to be extremely small lacking additional
resources, especially in periods of economy
decline.
Rural transit needs additional sources of
capital to meet it’s needs, but also clearly
needs some form of financing it can depend

on – not just in difficult economic times, but
in good ones as well. Considering the lack of
alternatives to creating rural financing mechanisms, we favor creating changes in current
rural transit regulations that would allow
the funds generated through the fare box in
rural transit to be considered local revenue.
Currently rural transit must use these funds
to reduce requests for 5311 operating assistance. Instead these funds could be used to

The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly E-Newslatter, CT Fast
Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the country, research and analysis publications and information on resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for
the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest
edition at www.ctaa.org.
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A Platform for Rural Mobility
establish operating reserves for local transit,
as well as provide funds that could be leveraged to help local agencies pay for capital improvements. This would provide a direct link
between the fare box and improved services
for local residents, ensuring that they have an
easily understood way to do their part to help
their local transit system make improvements
that benefit them. The ability to use these
funds for leverage will also help local systems
develop better long term plans based upon
ridership assumptions that can be linked to
revenue. It would also create a better un-

derstanding in the local and state political
processes that a community can make a commitment to transit by setting out a fair policy
for fare box revenue when they cannot raise
funds in other more traditional methods.

The priorities for rural transit reflect a
broad network of transportation providers
across the nation who deliver responsive,
efficient and innovative service driven by the
Empowerment and local decision-making
needs of their community. Their work must
is dependent on having some revenue that
be supported not only with increased investbelongs to a transit system alone. Giving rural ment, but also policy tools that allow them
transit these funds provides that empowerthe flexibility and incentive to serve more
ment.
people more effectively.

Intermodalism...
Economic Development...
Land Use and Values...
The only publication
telling the real story of
today’s passenger rail revival

Supporting Rural Transit

Resource to Watch: Transit for Rural America
Source: Community Transportation Magazine
$6.99 US
$10 Canada

Transit for Rural America

Our 2008 special focus on transit in rural areas profiles
a range of innovative approaches to rural transportation and a broader look at trends and developments in
rural mobility.

Resource to Watch: Nations in Transit
Source: Community Transportation Magazine

For subscription information
contact Scott Bogren at
bogren@ctaa.org
www.ctaa.org

Sign up for our
monthly FastMail for
RAIL Enewsletter by
emailing
fastmailrail@ctaa.org
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This special edition of Community Transportation magazine is devoted to what we call Tribal Transit. The collection of best practices and innovations highlights how
community and public transit service is making a difference in Indian Country, and elsewhere.
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A Platform for Urban Mobility
Taking the lead from our rural mobility section,
we decided to employ the same structure in
analyzing the state of urban America and its key
transportation challenges. This article spotlights
not only those key issues, but offers some policy
solutions that will lead to better and more accessible urban mobility. You’ll find that in many
cases, urban residents can be just as isolated as
their rural cohorts and connectivity between the
various urban mobility modes is paramount. If
you’d like to join our policy dialogue on urban
transit, please email us at cteditor@ctaa.org.

Rural Mobility

Urban Mobility

The State of Urban America
Although the early years of the 20th century
marked the most massive expansion of cities
in our nation’s history, the initial stages of the
21st century continues to witness the increasing urbanization of America. According to
the 2010 Census, more than 80 percent of
Americans reside in urban areas, advancing
a trend that began in 1920 – when, for the
first time in history, the majority of Americans
began living in urban areas. Moreover, the
urbanization of America is projected to continue unabated, with the cumulative urban
population drawing closer to 90 percent by
the end of the century.
And yet, a greater share of the population
has not translated to greater resources or
heightened prosperity in cities both large and
small. Poverty rates in urban areas have been
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exacerbated by greater numbers of people,
and the economic challenges faced by the entire nation in recent years have only added to
the conditions. Indeed, the majority of Medicaid recipients live in urban communities.
At the same time, growing numbers of urban
residents are dependent on fiscal supports
and social services while the cost of living
in these areas continues to climb. Despite
the concentration of people and services in
urban regions, significant numbers of urban
dwellers are nonetheless isolated from fully
engaging in their communities. Additionally,
increasingly congested thoroughfares, economic districts and neighborhoods dampen
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the vibrancy of many metropolitan regions.
According to the Texas Transit Institute, in
2010, U.S. traffic congestion cost more than
$87 billion in lost productivity, while wasting
2.8 billion gallons of gasoline.
The State of Urban Transit
When many people think of public transit
in urban areas, they think of buses and trains
taking people to and from work. And that
is certainly a large and vital aspect of what
constitutes public transportation in our nation’s metropolitan regions. But other important elements and purposes come together
to form the true fabric of mobility in urban

19
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A Platform for Urban Mobility
communities. Transit takes people to health
care, shopping, community services – such as
those for seniors and veterans – school, child
care and a myriad other destinations, and at
increasingly greater numbers. The work of
connecting people in both large cities and
smaller urban areas is more than a collection of vehicles or routes on a map, but a
broad and continuing effort to respond to the
mobility needs with a range of services and
options.

Resource to Watch: Service Cuts, Fare Hikes for 80% of Transit
Source: American Public Transportation Association
Limited resources at the state and local levels have forced 80 percent of
transit systems to raise fares and reduce service, which disproportionately
impact those most in need.

tions, that very same consolidation of population and destinations can pose barriers to
the same people most in need of help. Older
Although ridership on most urban pubpeople, people with disabilities, the working
lic transportation systems has seen steady
poor and many others can be trapped by the
growth over the past decade – particularly as
challenges of urban communities, including
rising gas prices have encouraged many to
outdated and difficult-to-navigate infrastrucseek alternative means of travel – those opture, a lack of connections with family or
erators are also faced with substantial fiscal
friends, and higher costs for products and
challenges that often force them to raise fares services – to name a few – all of which imand cutback service. Since January 2009,
pact mobility options.
more than 80 percent of transit systems have
Transportation networks are both the cause
had to reduce service and increase fares, acof – and the solution to – the isolation of
cording to the American Public Transportation Association. Such a paradoxical response urban residents. Many of those barriers are
the consequence of poor planning and the
to their success in attracting riders suggests
outdated thinking of long ago: highways decian urgent need to provide stable investment
and resources to allow transit operators to do mate established neighborhoods and important community assets such as sidewalks and
what they do best: connect riders with the
public facilities cultivate an infrastructure of
destinations they need to reach in the most
isolation. Meanwhile, due to a shortfalls in
responsive and efficient manner.
resources and investment from local, state
Urban Isolation
and federal programs, transit operators in urban areas are increasingly forced to struggle
A fundamental paradox of urban life is that with antiquated facilities – many of them
while cities and metropolitan regions bring
inaccessible to people with disabilities and
together substantial amounts of both people
seniors – reduced service and increased fares,
and activity – often in very dense accumulafurther impeding the necessities of daily life
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for many. Those same service cuts also disproportionally hurt those who utilize complimentary paratransit services, for when fixedroute service is reduced or eliminated, the
paratransit service which responded to those
within a 3/4 mile on either side of the route is
similarly reduced or eliminated. Conversely, a
vibrant and responsive set of mobility options
can be the salve to overcome the challenges
of urban communities for people, connecting
them with health care, community programs
and key destinations that leverage the totality of resources in metropolitan regions. The
charge for policymakers at all levels is aligning the investment and policy directions necessary to support this type of urban mobility.
Transportation for Treatment
One of the most urgent and evolving aspects of contemporary urban life is the need
to access quality health care. And, fortunately, cities are the most common locations to station massive medical facilities,
with most specializing in crucial elements of
care – from cancer centers to cardiovascular treatment. More frequently, these urban
heath campuses or districts are becoming
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A Platform for Urban Mobility
substantial generators of community activity, with large swaths of regional economies
tied into their output. Significant health care
corridors such as those in Cleveland, Ohio
and Rochester, Minn. demonstrate this new
way of orchestrating large-scale health care.
At the same time, publically-supported heath
care – such as Medicaid and the VA health
care system – is focusing on consolidating
services at these mega health care locations
to boost efficiency and leverage expertise
within the same premises. This evolving approach, which combines centralized services
with greater use of outpatient methodologies
reflects the new realities of how health care
is organized and delivered across the nation.

ingly relied upon to connect people with
metropolitan health care centers, and transit
professionals should carefully consider how
to respond to this expanding segment of trips
with appropriate routes and service hours,
especially when much of health care provision occurs away from the traditional transit
peak periods. Additionally, those planning the
development of these medical campuses must
work with transportation leaders to identify
how all elements of mobility can come together to better serve their important destinations. Some have already started, as evidenced in innovative operations such as the
Clarian Health People Mover in Indianapolis,
Ind. (see our profile in RAIL Magazine #24 –
ed) or direct service to the VA Medical Center in Minneapolis, Minn. via the Hiawatha
light-rail line.

of transit stops contained directly within
employment locations, many city commuters look to transit as their primary means of
accessing their jobs. And transit providers
everywhere do a fantastic job in fulfilling this
mission, delivering riders efficiently, reliably
and affordability, day in and out.

Increasing gas prices are already adding new
transit commuter demand. And as the nation’s
economy gradually recovers from its recent
downturn, urban residents returning to work
will once again look to transit to take them,
but perhaps in new ways. New work shifts
will expand the need for travel options during
mid-day and late-night periods, as will newlycreated jobs at locations previously unserved
Growing activity at regional medical cenby rail lines or bus routes. Moreover, lowters necessarily impacts urban mobility. Aside
income workers need to realize every penny of
from the generation of new congestion on
their income to make ends meet, so they are
roadways to and at these facilities, a sizeGetting to Work
disproportionally affected by fare increases
able cohort of doctors, medical professionals,
and service cutbacks. When combined, these
Even
as
the
need
for
transit
to
connect
with
patients, family care-givers, administrators,
emerging employment trends will require
burgeoning health care facilities becomes
workers and visitors all must access them
transit professionals to reconsider how to best
more
pronounced,
urban
transportation
regularly, and many of them are able to drive
serve their core audience of commuters, and
systems
still
generate
the
foundation
of
their
themselves to interact with needed care. Acdemand proactive partnerships between transcordingly, the vehicles of public and commu- ridership by taking people from home to work portation providers and employers to transport
and back. From the halcyon days of the 5:15
nity transportation providers will be increasworkers most effectively. Policymakers can aid
commuter train to more modern applications in the process by incentivizing these collaborations through new investment and streamlined
Resource to Watch: Housing & Transportation Needed Together regulations to encourage service innovation.
Those policy discussions should also be mindSource: Community Transportation Magazine
ful of the important relationship between
housing costs and commuting options, as we
The relationship between housing locations and mobility options prescovered in our Fall 2006 article, Heavy Load:
ents profound impacts the cost of living for people living in urban areas.
The Combined Housing and Transportation
Burdens of Working Families.
A Heavy Load: The Combined Housing and Transportation Burdens of Working Families

Dallas-Ft.Worth, Denver, Greater
Los Angeles, New York City, Pittsburgh, Portland, the San Francisco
Bay Area, and Washington D.C.Baltimore. Detailed information on
these and the other 8 metropolitan
areas studied is available at:
http://www.nhc.org/index/heavyload.

Heavy Load:

The Combined Housing and Transportation
Burdens of Working Families

www.ctaa.org

The Center for Housing Policy, a nonprofit research affiliate of the National Housing Council, released this important report in October — and portions of the report are re-published here with the permission of the Center. The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation funded this report, while the Center for Neighborhood

On average, the study found that
working families in the 28 metropolitan areas spend about 57 percent
of their incomes on the combined
costs of housing and transportation,
with roughly 28 percent of income
going for housing and 29 percent
going for transportation. While the
share of income devoted to housing
or transportation varies from area to
area, the combined costs of the two
expenses are surprisingly constant.
n areas where families spend more
on housing, they tend to spend less
on transportation, and vice-versa.
However, in all the metropolitan areas there are neighborhoods where
working families are saddled with
both high housing and high transportation cost burdens.

Housing + Transportation =
A More Complete Measure
of Affordability
n their search for lower cost housing, working families often locate far
from their place of work, dramatically increasing their transportation
costs and commute times. ndeed,
for many such families, their transportation costs exceed their housing
costs. Recent census data suggest
this trend may be accelerating. Of
the 20 fastest growing counties in

priority issues. But they haven’t always linked these two sets of issues.
This study suggests it is imperative
for cities and regions to consider
housing and transportation policy
together. The study also points to
the importance of infill development that expands the supply of
affordable housing in inner city and
older suburban neighborhoods that
have good access to traditional job
centers; the development of more
affordable housing near transportation hubs and suburban employment centers; providing good quality
and reliable transit for suburb to
suburb commuting, as well as for
helping families in the outer suburbs get into the central city; and
policies to encourage car sharing
and to reduce the costs of car ownership for families who cannot easily
get to work via public transit.
The Center hopes the information
in this report will be a catalyst for
the development of more integrated policymaking at the local,
regional and national levels that
helps to reduce the heavy load of
housing and transportation for
working families and the communities in which they live.

Housing and transportation are
the two largest expenses for most
households in the 28 metropolitan
areas in this study. For households
of all income levels, 27 percent of
income goes for housing alone and
another one-fifth goes to the cost of
getting around. Together these items
account for almost 48 percent of
household income. Working Families

less of their total budget on housing
spend nearly one-quarter of their
budget on transportation — three
times as much as those in less affordable housing.

This new study seeks to “get behind”
this national figure and better understand how the combined housing
and transportation burdens of Working Families vary from one metropolitan area to another, as well as along
other key dimensions of “place.”

Housing and Transportation
and the Quality of Life

Most low-to-moderate income
workers — more than 85 percent
— drive to work in private vehicles.
That said, some metro areas do offer alternatives. Commuters in Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco
and Washington D.C.- Baltimore,
for example, ride extensive rail
systems as well as buses to work.
n New York, almost one-third of
workers take public transit. Even
where public transit is heavily used,
however, many households own
vehicles for errands, weekend trips
and work trips for another family
member. The figure on the right
shows total average transportation
costs for low-to-moderate income
workers in each metropolitan area,
taking all household transportation
costs into account.
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Many working families that move
far from work to find affordable
housing end up spending their
savings on transportation. “Drive
‘til you qualify,” is an option used
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A Platform for Urban Mobility
Coordinating Options

farebox revenues to the individual providers.

Assisting Operations

Urban areas are often the greatest incubators of transportation services, with a host of
systems, operators – both public and private
– and locations offering ways to reach various destinations. In the largest metropolitan
regions, there can be dozens of passenger rail
services, bus operations, taxi companies, passenger stations and other transportation elements from which riders can choose. The key
to transforming urban areas into dynamic and
healthy places for both economic activity and
societal well-being is ensuring that a blend of
options and networks work together.

Connectivity

One of the most acute impacts of the economic downturn was felt in tandem by transit
riders and employees as many urban transit
operators were forced to raise fares and cut
service in response to severe budget limitations caused by dwindling local revenues
and falling ridership, as unemployed workers
stayed home. These systems often had little
choice in these decisions, as the full range
of investment options were not available to
them. For years, transportation providers in
rural areas and smaller urban communities
with populations under 200,000 have been
allowed to utilize the investment provided
by the federal government to support either
capital or operating costs, while urban systems in areas over 200,000 were restricted to
the former. And during times while economic
conditions were strong, many state and local
governments were able to allocate resources
to support their transit systems’ operating
budgets.

A collection of aspects must be integrated
with purpose to ensure passengers can access individual transit services as a cohesive
network, with informational tools and fare
processing media at the heart of these components. Whether its maps and brochures,
customer service professionals or the increasingly important world of social networking,
the manner by which riders understand how
various mobility options interact is fundamental to achieving a regional approach to transportation. Organizations and agencies must
collaborate to clarify their messages and simply instructions on how to navigate confusing
elements such as transfers and timetables,
and encourage their patrons to take advantage
of connecting services. Likewise, unifying
fare collection through a single system – such
as an electronic fare card – can more easily facilitate links for passengers on multiple
operations, while still delivering accountable
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A well-run urban transportation network is
only as effective as the connections it offers
to key destinations within and beyond the
community. Often, this activity occurs at a
central location – an intermodal facility where
local transit routes meet intercity bus and rail
services, along with a mix of retail, residential
and commercial development as well as vital
community services. Transit always has – and
will continue to have – an indivisible role in
the rail and bus stations that have historically
been key nexuses of urban life.
It is also increasingly apparent that new
regional destinations are emerging in and
around metropolitan areas where services are
co-located and travel demand is growing. A
prime example is regional medical facilities,
which are quickly becoming significant generators of not only transit trips, but also overall
economic activity. Likewise, the development
of town retail centers and revitalized historic
districts co-locate attractions, commerce and
housing, all of which are dependent on strong
transit connections in order to succeed. By focusing urban transit service – as well as rural
transportation and intercity routes – at these
dynamic locations, riders benefit from easy
linkages to vital services and destinations,
while the community realizes more effective
uses of investment and resources.
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Currently, those same local and state coffers which provided resources for transit
operating costs have been drained by plummeting local sales tax revenues and devalued
property rates, which cut into state budgets.
As a result, state and local governments were
faced with fewer resources to respond to the
same needs, for everything from education to
law enforcement. Leaders were forced into
an inescapable choice between a host of vital
programs and services, and, frequently, transit was the victim.
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A Platform for Urban Mobility
A change in federal policy is urgently
needed to allow urban transit systems to
weather these fiscal storms that decimate
state and local budgets. By allowing communities over 200,000 residents the flexibility to determine on their own how best to
use their resources – if only for a temporary
period – federal leaders could save transit
service for those who need it most while also
safeguarding the jobs of transit workers who
provide the best kind of public service. As
important, such a response would not require
any additional investment in a time of constrained resources, even at the federal level.
The legislation drafted last year by Congressman Russ Carnahan (H.R. 2746) – and later
introduced in the Senate by Senator Sherrod
Brown (S. 3189) – is a solid platform address
the need for transit operating assistance and
an updated version should be considered by
the current Congress. Any legislation directed
towards resolving the operating assistance
challenge should include provisions to support transit systems operating less than 100
vehicles.
Reinvesting in Urban Communities
Few other arrows in the economic development quiver excite policymakers as much
as community reinvestment tied to transit.
As one of the most successful public-private
partnership concepts available, these approaches are proven generators of economic
activity. The presence of vibrant transit options makes new development projects attractive to occupants and customers, while
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opening-up existing and revitalized areas to
new audiences. The success of the RosslynBallston corridor in Arlington, Va. in focusing
development around its Orange Line Metro
stations is a model for the interaction between transit and development (see Defined
by Distinctiveness: Washington, D.C.’s Metro
in RAIL Magazine edition #19 for full details
on the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor – ed). Transit
and development work as symbiotic partners
to generate activity: bus and rail lines deliver
patrons and visitors to appealing destinations,
while those same locations produce riders for
the transit network.
Accordingly, a robust collection of modes
in community and public transportation can
thread the economic development needle
most accurately through their combination
of capacity, minimal construction impacts
and cohesive integration of their operations
within the fabric of a community. New and
expanded transit services should be cultivated not only in their ability to meet mobility needs and generate ridership, but also by
spurring development and revitalization in
some segment or district along their route.
Otherwise, some of their most important

benefits are lost. Moreover, cost-effectiveness and project selection processes must
be honed in order to give proper credit to
projects where these important community
benefits are included.
Remembering the Lesson of the PCC
The needs and nuances of providing transit
options are as varied as there are metropolitan communities. The specifics of demographics, local governance and politics, and
neighborhood identities are just some of the
factors that shape urban environments. And
yet, much is the same among urban transit
providers, no matter their location: vehicles
and equipment must be procured; standards
and measurements are required for safety
and performance; and common practices for
concepts such as community reinvestment,
intermodalism and coordination remain constant in most urban areas.
By working together as an industry, leaders
in urban transit can establish best practices
and common standards to purchase vehicles
more efficiently, cultivate a strong safety
culture as an industry and ensure transit
projects are synonymous with success. And

Resource to Watch: Transit Builds Community in Arlington, Va.
Source: RAIL Magazine
Many communities have cultivated strong projects utilizing transit as
a tool to spur community reinvestment, but few have been as effective
as the Rossyln-Ballston corridor in Arlington, Va.
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to those who say it cannot be done because
the differences are too great, recall how –
more than a half-century ago – a group of
rival streetcar systems worked together to
create the Presidents’ Conference Committee (PCC) vehicle that bolstered their fiscal
health in a time of increasing competition
from the automobile by leveraging their collective purchasing power. The same is true in
the airline industry, where the safety performance of one airline impacts the others, and
no advertisements boast one carrier to be
safer than their rivals. A similar foundation
of shared interest is needed among transit
providers to face the challenges of today and
tomorrow.
Planes, Trains and Transit
Among the increasingly important regional
destinations we discussed above as key anchors of connectivity are airports. Once
considered as a competing mode of travel and
divorced from the larger transportation network, airports are frequently becoming important intermodal centers in their own right,
where travelers can interact with a number
of mobility options. A host of airports already
have direct links to metropolitan passenger
rail systems, and nearly all are served by local
and regional bus routes.
A new vision of connected mobility must
include recognition of this growing role of
airports and facilitate even better linkages between modes. Intercity bus routes that serve
both urban and rural communities should be
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welcomed at air travel facilities, especially
major hub locations, and forthcoming highspeed and intercity rail lines must offer easy
connections to airports along their routes –
as is already common in Europe and Asia. At
the same time, new technology allows for easier coordination between providers, so that a
trip of a single individual could be routed via
a local transit system to an intercity bus or
rail line, which feeds to a busy airport for a
intra- or intercontinental flight. By including
elements such as schedules, luggage transfers
and security clearances as unified transportation network, new efficiency and responsiveness can be realized by allowing each mode
to focus on the core passenger sectors they
serve best.
Supporting Urban Transit
A mutli-faceted approach to supporting mobility areas should include a realistic assessment of how Americans live, work and interact in metropolitan communities, as well as a
frank discussion of the challenges of providing transit service in urban areas when faced
with constrained budgets from state and local
sources. When 80 percent of our nation’s
transit systems were forced to reduce service
and/or increase fares, a new way of thinking
is needed to help these vital elements of our
society undertake the missions for which they
were charged.
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A Platform for Connectivity
As was the case with our New Vision for Surface
Transportation (released in 2009) CTAA believes
that connectivity between and among rural and
urban communities and transit systems is the
specific aspect of our national transportation
strategy that is most lacking. Given the regional
realities of how Americans go to work, access
health care, find educational opportunities and
in general live their lives, a fully connected and
integrated surface transportation is vital. In this
article we examine how this connectivity can be
incentivized and take a look at the modern union
stations where the connections happen. If you’d
like to join our policy dialogue on connectivity
and intermodalism, please email us at cteditor@
ctaa.org.
Connectivity: Seamlessly Combining the
Surface Mobility System
The most significant issue in the future of
the American surface transportation network
will be the connectivity between its emerging
modes. The ease with which we can seamlessly transfer from and between urban, rural
and intercity bus and rail operations — to
say nothing of shared rides, taxis and bike/
pedestrian modes — will be the future litmus
test of the cohesive, user-friendly mobility
network our nation so badly needs.
Improving connectivity is a central policy
aim of the Community Transportation Association of America, and has been so since
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Rural Mobility

Urban Mobility

Connectivity

we first published our New Surface Mobility
Vision for America two years ago. Our members have told us that only through vastly
improved connectivity can the full measure
of our transportation investments and infrastructure be maximized for both mobility and
economic factors. The continued isolated
development of the nation’s varied surface
transportation elements would not only isolate and fragment communities and people,
but it would squander the vital opportunity
that reauthorization presents.
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What Connectivity Looks Like
Surface transportation connectivity, in
practice, can be a great many things. From
scheduling and ticketing to timed transfers
and intermodal facilities, connectivity among
transportation modes is both operational as
well as infrastructure. Customer service and
training plays a vital role, as does regional
planning. Most important is the understanding of trip generators and destinations — for
example employment centers, health care
campuses, educational institutions and social
services.
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A Platform for Connectivity
Connections between and among rural and
urban areas has long been the focus of the
Association’s connectivity agenda. Initially,
we graphically represented this objective
with a map of the state of New Hampshire
that highlighted not only the urban and rural
transit systems, but the ideal connections
between the two. In some cases, we foresee
these connections being made via passenger
rail — both of the higher speed and regular
speed variety. However, the majority of the
connections will be made by intercity bus
operators, whose point-to-point and intercity
services have grown significantly during the
past decade.
Disconnectivity: The Rural Story
Across rural America, the connectivity
story is a bleak one. Consider the following
facts, culled from a February 2011 report
from the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Bureau of Transportation Statistics:
• Between 2005 and 2010, 3.5 million
rural residents lost access to scheduled intercity transportation, increasing the percentage
of rural residents without such access to 11
percent.
• 8.9 million rural residents now lack access to intercity transportation.
• Of the 71.9 million rural Americans who
retain intercity transportation access today,
3.7 million lost access to more than one
mode of transport since 2005.
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Resource to Watch: A New Surface Mobility Vision for America
A New Surface
Transportation Vision
for America

C
TRANSPORTATION
OMMUNITY

YOUR MAGAZINE. YOUR STORY.

Source: Community Transportation Magazine
Two years ago, we outlined our vision for the future of mobility in America.
While much has changed since then, this New Policy Directions edition of Digital
CT is largely informed by the initial concepts presented in that document.

• In Alabama alone, 700,000 people lost
access to intercity transportation since 2005.
In contrast, all rural residents in Delaware,
Massachusetts, New Jersey and Rhode Island
have such access.

areas the issue is bringing together these
various modes to provide more seamless connections. It’s often a question of place and of
infrastructure. We like to call these connectivity hubs modern union stations.

• Intercity bus provides coverage to the
largest number of rural residents in 2010,
followed by scheduled air service, intercity
rail and intercity ferry operations.

Union Stations first came into the national
consciousness when the major railroads of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries would
partner on such enormous and influential
structures as Grand Central Terminal or the
Union Stations in such cities as Washington,
DC and Chicago. Simply put, a union station
was one in which multiple railroads came
together.

Clearly, the ongoing economic vitality
of rural America is reliant upon improved
passenger connectivity — particularly as it
relates to access to jobs, to health care and
to educational opportunities. The most recent census data indicates that fewer Americans than at almost any time in our history
currently reside in rural areas. Yet as those
populations decline, isolation increases as
those who are leaving are, typically, the most
mobile. Reconnecting rural America will
surely boost these economies.
Modern Union Stations
The number of transportation modes in
urban America far outweigh those that exist
in the rural parts of the country, but the connectivity challenge persists. Indeed, in these
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Modern union stations bring together various transportation modes, rather than various railroads. Ideally, they employ unified
travel information and ticketing options for
passengers. And just like their predecessors
from the previous century, they usher people
into the community in the most seamless
fashion and can become hubs of economic
activity — from retail to commercial to even
residential. These facilities can also house
vital social services, libraries, childcare and
more.
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The mobility components of a modern
union station can include some combination
of the following: local, scheduled bus services; circulator bus services; taxis; intercity bus
operations; intercity rail; subways; streetcars;
light rail; vanpools; car share services; and
ferries. In short, as many forms of surface
transportation as possible.
What About Airports?
One key connectivity hub that bears mentioning is airports. From an economic standpoint, airports are crucial as in many cases
they constitute a community’s access to the
rest of the world. Yet both institutionally and
legislatively, our nation’s airports do not serve
the greater connectivity role that they might.
Fully conceptualized modern union stations
are rare at our nation’s airports. One clear
reason: airport authorities rarely choose to
spend any of their passenger facility charges
— which raised $2.5 billion in 2009 — on
truly intermodal facilities. Intercity buses,
for example, are effectively barred from most
airport grounds.
The Community Transportation Association of America proposes a renewed look at

the role of airports — particularly as they relate to the surface transportation network. As
Congress debates a reauthorization for the
Federal Aviation Administration (which has
now been continued over a dozen times!),
one challenge has been the continuation of
the Essential Air Service program that subsidizes passenger trips out of smaller town
airports — the only means by which some
smaller airports survive. A robust national
intermodal connectivity plan that connects
more communities with intercity bus and rail
services would significantly impact the Essential Air Service issue.
All of America — Rural and Urban Areas
Alike — Needs Improved Connectivity

and not of isolated rural or urban areas. We
access employment, health care and education regionally. We shop and socialize regionally. Our surface transportation policy and
network must begin to reflect this national
reality.

ANNOUNCING

The Competitive Edge:

Making Community and Public Transit
the Best Alternative for Medical Transportation
Today there is never-before-seen complexity in the non-emergency medical transportation field. Limited

funding combined with growing patient loads has states seeking intermediaries that can control costs
through competition. Community and public transportation providers must become efficient, safe, costeffective and accountable to maintain these important medical transportation services. The Community
Transportation Association, in response to requests from its members, is introducing a new initiative this
fall —the Competitive Edge — which will give community and public transit providers the tools, resources
and benefits they need to make them central players in this new medical transportation environment. Here’s
what the Competitive Edge encompasses:

1

Enhanced connectivity — deploying all
modes and coming together at strategically
located modern union stations — will have
significant economic and social impacts
on our nation. It will ensure that we derive
the most from current and future surface
transportation investments and it bring new
alternative mobility forms to millions of
Americans.

2
3

We are increasingly a nation of regions

Resource to Watch: Decline in Access to Rural Intercity Options

The Competitive Edge Training
CTAA has developed an all-new training course that combines and
emphasizes the following topics:
• Value: Determining the true cost of service
• Pricing: Lowering your costs to be competitive
• Negotiation: Winning through persuasion
• Accountability: Building a recordkeeping and reporting process
• Training: Focusing on the patient
Access to the Transit Industry’s Best Resources and Training
You don’t need to have all the answers, you need to have access to
them when you need them. Here’s how the Competitve Edge helps:
• Peers and Information Sharing: CTAA will put you in contact with
your industry peers, where you can learn from experience
• On-Line Library and Resource Holdings: The most timely resources, news and research, all housed on CTAA’s medical transportation website
• CTAA staff: Our professional staff are always available to offer
analysis and insight
• Important training and certification programs such as the Certified Safety and Security Manager, PASS Driver Certification, and
the soon-to-be released Medi-PASS Driver Certification.
Valuable CTAA Member Benefits
As part of the Competitive Edge initiative, the Association has
developed a cohesive set of benefits to ensure your operation is
efficient and cost-effective:
• The Insurance Store: Through an exclusive agreement with Arthur
J. Gallagher Insurance, members can access the best coverage at
the lowest price
• Energy Program: CTAA members pay less for fuel and energy with
our FleetCards program and other energy management initiatives

Please go to www.ctaa.org/competitiveedge to learn how you can bring the Competitive Edge to your state. As
always, CTAA training staff are available to help tailor this new program to your precise needs. Please call Charles
Dickson at 202.247.8356 or email dickson@ctaa.org for all the details on this unique opportunity!

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Shifting trends in intercity transportation have left rural areas with
substantially less access to connections outside their communities.
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The Finance Challenge: Supporting a Diversified
Transportation Network
The system with which we finance the next
surface transportation era in American history
must be brought in-line with the expected mobility outputs that the system must generate. A
diversified, multi-faceted transportation network
requires a similarly encompassing investment
strategy that seeks to build from the current
transportation trust fund theory. In this article,
we look at ways to not only augment the transportation trust fund, but also to add new sources
of surface transportation infrastructure investments that will help fund and build tomorrow’s
transportation network. If you’d like to join our
policy dialogue on transportation finance, please
email us at cteditor@ctaa.org.
The most difficult aspect of any transportation policy discussion — like this one in
which DigitalCT is engaging its readers — is
how to pay for the additional infrastructure
and service that is clearly necessary. We are
now approaching two years since the last
reauthorization, SAFETEA-LU, expired and
though both the Congress and Obama Administration have put forward well-crafted
plans, none have offered any specific additional transportation resource ideas.
The traditional highway and transit trust
fund — paid for by federal gas tax receipts
— can no longer keep pace with demand.
The fact of the matter is that general rev-
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Urban Mobility

Finance

enue appropriations have long been used by
legislators to keep the surface transportation whole. Just to keep up with the highway
spending mandated in SAFETEA, the fund
has been infused with more than $30 billion
in general funds in the past two years. Rising
gas prices and the increasing popularity of
hybrid automobiles is likely to once again cut
into those receipts. The consequence of not
finding any new transportation investment
streams is clear.
Though this article deals largely with vari-
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ous concepts to infuse the transportation
trust fund with a more diverse collection
of investments, it must be reiterated that
the trust fund, alone, does not make up the
entirety of transportation investment efforts
— and never has. For years and going back
a number of federal authorization cycles,
general revenue funds have been tapped to
complete the entire funding picture. What’s
more, and as community transportation
providers are well aware, a vast network of
human service program investments — particularly Medicaid, which annually adds
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The Finance Challenge
more than $2 billion for non-emergency
transportation — has evolved in the past
three decades that also must be considered
when exploring the transportation finance
challenge. These human services program
investments in transit are, as we develop this
edition of DigitalCT, increasingly under attack in the ongoing Continuing Resolution
process here in Washington.
A number of ideas have arisen in recent
years about how to infuse the trust fund with
the necessary revenue to meet demand. In
this section of our Policy edition, we share
a collection of those ideas — from Commissions to members of Congress, think tanks
to best practices from other countries. The
Community Transportation Association
believes that now is the time to fully discuss
the myriad methods of raising additional investment for our nation’s surface transportation network and to devise a national strategy
to do just that.
The Gas Tax
The simplest solution put forward thus far
is to raise the gas tax from its current 18.4
cents per gallon. This tax, or user fee, has not
been raised since 1992 and has seen significant erosion in its buying power over the past
19 years. That said, most members of Congress and the Obama Administration have
steadfastly refused to entertain this option.
Senator Tom Carper of Delaware is an
exception. In November, he and since-retired
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Ohio Sen. George Voinovich proposed a
one-cent-per-month for a 25-month period.
“Within the proposed increase,” wrote the
Senators, “10 cents should be temporarily
used for deficit reduction, raising $83 billion over five years, and 15 cents should fund
transportation improvements providing $117
billion in new investments over the same five
years. Once the deficit is under control, the
10-cent increase for debt reduction should
revert back to transportation funding.”
Last December, the National Commission
on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform — a bipartisan group charged with addressing the
nation’s fiscal challenges — acknowledged
that fully funding the transportation trust
fund, rather than relying on deficit spending, would be vital. The Commission recommended dedicating a 15-cent increase in the
federal gas tax to transportation funding, and
then limiting federal transportation spending
to only what exists in the trust fund.
Similarly, SAFETEA-LU mandated the development of a commission to examine transportation investment in the post-SAFETEA
period. The National Surface Transportation
Infrastructure Financing Commission, in its
“Paying Our Way” report that was released in
February, 2009, made some significant trust
fund recommendations as it spotlighted the
widening gap between surface transportation
needs and demand. Key among them was to
raise the federal gas tax by 10 cents to maintain the current surface transportation program. The report found, in 2009, a 10-cent
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A Broader View of
Infrastructure
To better understand the debate about the financing of the nation’s surface transportation
infrastructure, we must first fully define what
is meant by the term infrastructure. Traditionally, that term has referred solely to capital
projects: buildings, vehicles and equipment.
The Community Transportation Association
of America believes that a more broadened
definition is now necessary, one that is consistent with the modern definition of public
transportation and that accounts for the
actual people and operations in the field. The
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
understood this new broader definition, as
it allowed for 10 percent of its infrastructure
investments to be spent on operations.
Without transit management, operators, mechanics and dispatchers — to say nothing of
fuel for vehicles — infrastructure investments
cannot succeed. This more realistic and accurate definition of transit infrastructure — particularly in the nation’s small-urban and rural
communities — is our guide as we discuss
financing the next generation of America’s
surface transportation network.
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increase would cost the average household
$9 per month, or $5 per month per vehicle.

Resource to Watch: Paying Our Way

Such increases in the federal gas tax,
though significant, are nothing compared to
the fluctuations of the average price over the
past two decades (see a fantastic FloatingData informational graphic here). Weather
events, foreign policy changes and regional
instability in oil producing parts of the globe,
to say nothing of oil company profiteering,
all conspire to create wild fluctuations in gas
prices at your local filling station. In recent
weeks, prices have risen more than 30-cents
per gallon.

February 2009

This report is a product of the National Surface Transportation
Infrastructure Financing Commission (and not of the U.S. Department
of Transportation).

Copies of the report and additional information on the Financing Commission
is available at: http://financecommission.dot.gov

The National Surface Transportation Infrastructure Financing Commission
consists of 15 individuals from diverse backgrounds—economics, finance,
government, industry, law, and public policy—united by a passion to help
develop a more viable framework to fund and finance our national surface
transportation system. Congress established the Financing Commission in the
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for
Users and charged it with analyzing future highway and transit needs and the
finances of the Highway Trust Fund, making recommendations on alternative
approaches to funding and financing surface transportation infrastructure, and
reporting back to Congress by April 2009.

All that said, the overall unpalatability of
raising the federal gas tax is clear. The Administration and key Congressional leaders
are currently dead-set against it. And as is
often the case, this reluctance creates opportunities to discuss and advocate for a more
diversified surface transportation investment
strategy that is more representative of both
the political and transportation-demand
realities and that offers what the Community
Transportation Association of America likes
to call, a way forward.
Taxing Oil Companies
One such strategy would be to abandon
any consumer-based increase to fund expanded and necessary surface transportation
infrastructure investments, and focus on the
oil companies themselves. In January, earnings statements from the largest oil pro-
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Source: National Surface Transportation Infrastructure Financing Commission
This bipartisan study – mandated in SAFETEA-LU – notes the gap between
transportation resources and demand, and makes recommendations for how
to address long-term investment challenges.
ducers showed between 50 percent and 75
percent profit increases for 2010. Recently,
Money Magazine found three of the world’s
top four profit-earning companies to be oil
companies. In October 2008 — after the
last steep oil price surge — Exxon/Mobile
produced the highest single profit margin in
United States history at nearly $15 billion.
In response to these enormous profits,
politicians at various levels of government
— from President Obama to Governors
— have examined windfall profit taxes and
even per-barrel surcharges. Former Pennsylvania Governor Ed Rendell has been an
outspoken advocate to utilize such methods
to re-invest in his state’s surface transportation program and in August proposed an 8
percent levy on the gross profits of oil companies which he alleges have been largely
able to avoid his state’s corporate net income
taxes. “ The time to act is now,” said Rendell.
President Obama, in the run-up to his
2008 election, proposed targeting oil company profits by taxing each barrel of oil costing
more than $80 — a concept which would
have raised somewhere between $10 and $15
billion. The President’s concept, however,
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would not have raised this investment for
surface transportation investment, but rather
for middle- and low-income working families
tax relief. We believe similar concepts — targeted specifically to surface transportation
infrastructure investments and including
language to mitigate these fees simply being passed on to consumers, would be a
vital contribution to a diversified investment
stream and should be explored as actively as
a gas tax increase.
Bonding Major Capital Investments
As in past reauthorization debates, the
Community Transportation Association continues to support bonding concepts to fully
fund the building of nationally significant
surface transportation infrastructure. These
important concepts promote cost-effective
and efficient public-private partnerships and
bring much needed private capital into our
diversified investment scheme.
A critical component in our advocating for
such a bonding concept, is to free up traditional — often formula-based — public and
community transportation investments from
much larger scale urban mobility projects,
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both politically and in terms of competing for
scarce resources.
Senator Max Baucus of Montana, Chair of
the Senate Finance Committee and a member of the previously cited Deficit Commission, has long been an ardent supporter of
bonding. In an interview with the TransportationNation blog last year, he noted: “I think
we need a debate. There are a lot of options.
One is, for example, more bonding. Congress
passed a program a couple of years ago called
“Build America Bonds” for municipalities to
develop infrastructure, primarily. And that
took off. That was only to raise about $4
billion in financing but actually $150 billion
in bonds have been issued. That is a way to
finance infrastructure financing.” We agree.

is both “unsustainable” and “likely to erode
more quickly than previously thought.” That
commission recommended looking at ways of
educating Americans about both the necessity and veracity of a “user-pay” or vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) system, which emerged
as the consensus of the participants.

Vehicle Miles Traveled

Typically, these types of systems involve
the deployment of technology in an automobile that measures distance traveled — and
specifically not where a vehicle has traveled.
Clearly, this type of system would disproportionately impact rural America as these
residents typically need to driver further to
access employment, health care, education
and more. So any such system must include
caps or special attention to rural America. Yet
there is a more fundamental challenge with
VMT.

In Europe, a common method of raising
investments for surface transportation infrastructure is to charge a simple per-mile
user fee for driving. The National Surface
Transportation Infrastructure Financing
Commission, in its “Paying Our Way” report,
cited the fact that any investment strategy
relying solely upon a per-gallon tax on gas

The current American political environment does not seem at all ready to embrace
the idea of the government, in any shape or
form, monitoring the travel patterns of its
citizens — even if only to gauge distances
traveled. In fact, the amount of rancor the
VMT issue would engender may not, at least
in the current environment, be conducive

Resource to Watch: The Moment of Truth
Source: National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform
T HE NAT IONA L COM M ISSION
ON F ISCA L R ESPONSI BILI T Y
A N D R EF OR M

The Moment of Truth

DECE M BER 2 010
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Tasked by President Obama to study the nation’s fiscal status, the National
Commission looked at financial reforms across all sectors of our nation’s affairs,
including a look at transportation initiatives.
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to sound surface transportation policy. The
SAFETEA finance commission noted as
much in its conclusions, “transitioning from
a fuel tax-based system to one based more
directly on use of the system measured by
miles will require a great deal of planning
and public education. But that is no reason
to delay the transition.”
The Community Transportation Association of America supports this educational
effort as part of an overall surface transportation finance overhaul, but acknowledges that
VMT is most likely a second- or next-generation solution.
Congestion Pricing Corridors
Congestion pricing is far more than a
simple tax strategy to manage traffic within a
given corridor or boundary. It also constitutes
a real way to raise significant surface transportation investment. Simply put, congestion
pricing charges motorists a toll for using a
particular stretch of highway or bridge or for
entering a particular area. It is a market- or
demand-based strategy that can encourage
off-peak travel and transit network usage.
In such cities as London, Singapore and
Stockholm, this model has proven itself
successful along two key fronts: reducing
economy-stifling congestion by more than
25 percent; and raising revenues that can be
used to invest in surface transportation infrastructure (see our profile of congestion pricing in the Spring 2008 edition of Community
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Resource to Watch: FloatingData on U.S. Gas Prices
Source: FloatingData
Using aggregate data of U.S. average gas prices since 1993, no other conclusion is apparent that the price of gasoline has grown steadily higher – with
no corresponding increases in the gas tax, depreciating its relative value.
Transportation – ed.)
However, the first attempt at creating such
a corridor or zone here in the U.S. — in New
York City — failed. As proposed by Mayor
Bloomberg in 2008, New York City’s concept
won support from the U.S. Department of
Transportation in the form of a $350 million
award from its Urban Partnership program.
Yet in the end, the requirement for approval
by the state legislature doomed the venture.
San Francisco has now begun to fully explore
the possibilities of congestion pricing. A trial
period has been proposed in the city to be
conducted sometime before 2015.
Some might argue that these congestion
corridors are nothing more than tolls, but
the major distinction comes from the purpose. Tolling raises revenues, but congestion
pricing raises revenues and changes travel
patterns and behavior. CTAA believes that
congestion pricing concepts are largely the
domain of the nation’s largest cities — which
just happen to be the areas of the country
that have some of the largest surface transportation infrastructure projects and needs.
Anything that can be done to add revenues
to be used for these large outlays only serves
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to relieve pressure on the rest of the transportation system, and thus should be encouraged.

tion — are no longer tenable. Clearly, the
issue of surface transportation investment
extends far beyond a mere tax debate.

Changing the Discussion

What’s necessary is a more balanced surface transportation investment program that
benefits all areas of the nation equitably and
which enjoys a diversified investment portfolio — balance in and balance out.

CTAA believes that if we cannot, as a nation, transition our national discussion of
surface transportation infrastructure investment away from one solely focused on who
gets taxed and how, then we cannot begin to
reap the economic and social benefits of a
fully integrated, intermodal surface transportation network that is once again the envy of
the world. In many ways, the future of our
nation depends on this transition.
Surface transportation investments are
economic engines that create jobs, fuel the
private sector and increase our energy independence. These systems — highways,
bridges, public and community transit,
intercity bus and rail — are the off-the-shelf
solutions to some of the most pertinent and
vexing geopolitical and economic challenges
we currently face. The dire consequences of
inaction — which include continued military
interventions, reliance upon wildly fluctuating energy markets, and escalating conges-
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In the past two decades, the Community
Transportation Association of America has
enjoyed success in fundamentally redefining the meaning of public transportation
in the United States. We believe that it has
become absolutely necessary for the nation’s
surface transportation infrastructure investments to recognize this definitional change,
and become just as diverse as the network it
supports.
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The Time to Act is Now on Reauthorization
By Thomas J. Donohue
Rural Mobility
In February, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
testified before the U.S. Senate’s Environment and
Public Works Committee on The Time is Now for
SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization. The world’s largest business federation with more than 3 million members, the Chamber presents a business
sector’s view of the role of surface transportation
in our national economy. This article is excerpted
from that testimony and illustrates the ways in
which transportation permeates our economy
and is central to economic recovery. Public transit
is featured in many sections of the testimony.
Chairman Boxer, Ranking Member Inhofe,
and distinguished Members of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee: thank you for the opportunity to be here
today to explain the urgency and the importance of federal leadership and investment
in highways and public transportation. Now
is the time to work on a bi-partisan basis
to pass the legislation that will maintain,
modernize, and expand this critical surface
transportation infrastructure: reauthorization
of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU reauthorization).
Public and private investment in the eco-
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nomic foundation of the United States is
critical for long-term economic prosperity.
The United States’ global competitiveness is
dependent on construction and maintenance
of a world class infrastructure. As the President recognized in his State of the Union address, lasting jobs grow where infrastructure
is strong.
The needs have been studied to death and
quantified by many organizations including the U.S. Chamber. In fact, for years, the
U.S. Chamber has been sounding the alarm
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about our nation’s deteriorating and underperforming transportation infrastructure.
We have cited the economic costs of congestion on the ground, in the air, and at our
ports. We have underscored the number of
lives needlessly lost to poor roadway conditions. We have pointed out the negative
impact an aging transportation infrastructure
system has on our ability to compete globally.
We have outlined the wide gap between
what is needed to fund a modern system and
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what the U.S. is actually investing. We have
emphasized the hundreds of thousands of
goodpaying jobs that could be created if we
modernized our highways, transit systems,
airports, seaports, waterways, and rails.
The High Cost of Underperforming Transportation Systems
[Our research] tells us that without addressing the transportation problems in this
country we will undermine economic growth.
Our national transportation system is critical for long-term economic prosperity, supports Americans’ high standards of living that
has driven economic expansion, and is the
backbone of our business supply chain.
As the President recognized in the State of
the Union address, lasting jobs and economic development grow where infrastructure
is strong. The President said, “Students of
history will remember that America is the nation that built the transcontinental railroad,
brought electricity to rural communities, and
constructed the interstate highway system.
The permanent jobs created as a result of
building the transcontinental railroad or the
interstate highway system came from businesses that opened near a town’s new train
station or a new off-ramp.”
Almost 30 percent of the nation’s economic output is totally dependent on international trade. As we seek to double exports
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Resource to Watch: Transportation Performance Infex
Source: U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Research by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce studies how well transportation
infrastructure and investments are meeting the needs of businesses and
supporting economic growth.
over the next 5 years by exporting to the 95
percent of the world’s population that lives
outside of the United States, our transportation system must be up to the task. It will
also be critical to our competitive advantage
as a nation as competitors invest in their own
infrastructure to compete with the United
States.
Quality transportation infrastructure
unleashes competitive advantage by leading
to lower production costs making U.S. businesses more efficient, making the United
States a desirable location for new and existing businesses, and also making U.S.-produced goods and services more competitive
in the global economy. However, deteriorating infrastructure in the United States may
actually be contributing to increased costs
and decreased efficiency for American businesses (Cambridge Systematics, 2008). The
consequences of an underperforming system
are hundreds of billions of dollars annually
in wasted fuel, lost productivity, avoidable
public health costs, and delayed shipments
of manufacturing inputs, consumer goods
and other items critical to the underlying
growth of our businesses.
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Without smart investment the U.S. infrastructure American businesses will to lose
ground to major international competitors.
Recognizing the benefits of well-developed
infrastructure, both less-developed and
emerging market competitor countries
are preparing their transportation systems
to move away from producing low-wage
goods to producing the types of products
that require the specialization of labor that
transportation infrastructure makes possible
(Praxis Strategy Group and Kotkin, 2010).
While the United States has maintained its
position at the top of the overall World Competitiveness Yearbook rankings (IMD, 2010),
the U.S. sub-ranking for Basic Infrastructure has degraded since 2005. The World
Economic Forum also performs an annual
infrastructure ranking in the Global Competitiveness Report. The result is similar:
U.S. transportation infrastructure is falling
behind.
America’s entire transportation infrastructure – roads and rails, airports and seaports,
inland waterways and airways – the proud
legacy of generations past, needs repair and
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replacement as well as expansion to handle
future growth. To head off this future and
have a transportation system that supports
a 21st century economy, the United States
needs a high level of investment targeted at
improving performance across all modes and
across the country: we cannot just fix a few
bottlenecks or address the problems in one
city or state.
Congress has an array of legislative opportunities to tackle our transportation challenges. From the analysis of our TPI findings, the Chamber believes that formulating
policies, programs and investment strategies,
four items should be on top of the to-do list:
•
•
•
•

Get transportation infrastructure to a
state of good repair.
Fix congestion today.
Create capacity for the future by both
optimizing of systems and building physical capacity.
Target last mile infrastructure—in particular intermodal freight access—and
bottlenecks.

Highway and Public Transportation Focus:
SAFETEA-LU Reauthorization
Of course, today, we are talking about two
aspects of the nation’s transportation system in particular: the roads and bridges that
are an essential aspect of supply chains and
personal mobility, and the public transportation networks that move our employees and
America’s citizens.
In November 2008, the Chamber’s board
of directors approved a set of recommendations that describe high-level objectives the
business community deems necessary for
a successful bill. Below are selected U.S.
Chamber recommendations I would like to
highlight:
Congress must ensure federal transportation policy, programs, and resources are
oriented around national needs related to
U.S. global competitiveness, international
trade policies, interstate commerce, interstate passenger travel, emergency preparedness, and national defense.
Overall, there is a need to reform and

Resource to Watch: AFL-CIO Testimony to U.S. Senate
Source: AFL-CIO
At the same Senate hearing where U.S. Chamber President Donohue offered
his testimony, AFL-CIO President presented his own testimony, highlighting
many of the same positions in support of transportation investment.
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refocus federal transportation policy and
programs to better align with national goals
and priorities. Over the years, the number of
federal aid highway and transit programs has
expanded creating 108 different funding categories varying widely in purpose. Programs
– even formula programs – have devolved
into a political redistribution of federal dollars.
As businesses plan for the future the U.S.
government must invest with a purpose.
There needs to be a way to make thoughtful investments in regionally and nationally
significant projects. Americans need to think
strategically as to where these investments
go, to create a system that creates a competitive advantage for the U.S. economy. For
example, Canada developed and deployed
strategies a national approach known as the
“Gateways and Corridors Strategy” that is a
shared vision of goods movement with the
private sector.
The scope of activities supported by the
federal programs means that federal dollars
can be spent on anything from Interstate
bridges to city sidewalks, new transit systems
to federal Lands’ roads, museums to intermodal facilities. The list goes on and on. While
there are many potential uses of federal
funding, each with a constituency, now more
than ever – especially when the fiscal environment and knowing that new funding is
going to be difficult to come by—taxpayers
need to have faith that the cents per gallon
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they pay at the pump are being invested in
high priority transportation projects that will
produce better transportation system performance and in turn, long-term economic development and growth, and permanent jobs.
There is a clear national interest in
ensuring adequate passenger mobility,
particularly in large metropolitan areas.
Congress should develop federal policy
and programs that support congestion
mitigation and improved mobility in urban
areas by providing incentives for the adoption of strategies and use of technology
that maximize the use of existing facilities,
supporting public transportation capacity,
availability and ridership strategies, and
highway capacity where appropriate.
Much of America’s economic activity is
based in metropolitan areas. The 100 largest metropolitan regions in the United States
account for just 12 percent of the land area
but contain 65 percent of the population,
69 percent of all jobs, and 70 percent of the
nation’s GDP. The largest 100 metropolitan
areas also serve the majority of our transportation activity, handling 72 percent of all
foreign seaport tonnage, 79 percent of all
U.S. air cargo tonnage, 92 percent of all air
passenger boardings, and 95 percent of all
public transit passenger miles traveled.
Traffic congestion is, quite simply, one of
most – if not the most – vexing and critical
problems to address. The authority on the
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costs of congestion, the Texas Transportation
Institute, just updated its Urban Mobility
Report, and the news isn’t good. Congestion
costs the American public $115 billion a year
lost in time and wasted fuel, or $808 dollars
out of the pocket of every motorist. There is
not a one-size fits all solution to congestion
relief. In some places it requires more physical highway capacity. In others, technology
and smarter transportation strategies that
increase throughput are the answer. Cities in
other countries are using innovative management approaches including congestion
pricing: this is an option that we are open to
as well. And as you well know, investment in
public transportation is critical for congestion relief and mobility.
While the U.S. population is increasingly shifting away from rural areas into
massive “megaregions,” ensuring rural
connectivity is a vital to the national interest.
The majority of the United States’ natural and agricultural resources are located in
rural areas. Further, smaller communities
must build and maintain the full range of
infrastructure regardless of population size.
Congress should ensure improved rural connectivity by providing federal investment in
small communities and rural areas to support
connectivity to major economic and population centers.
Given the transportation sector con-
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tributes roughly one-third of all carbon
emissions and is responsible for the consumption of two-thirds of the nation’s
petroleum resources, any climate change
legislation is bound to have significant
down-stream ramifications for transportation users.
The Chamber encourages Congress to consider the preservation of American jobs and
the competitiveness of U.S. industry when
devising policy. Furthermore, any approach
to climate change should be international
in scope, should promote the accelerated
development and deployment of greenhouse
gas reduction technology, should reduce barriers to developing climate-friendly energy
sources, and should encourage energy conservation and efficiency.
The Chamber also believes that Congress and the administration can do a
great deal more to speed up project delivery.
According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), major highway projects
take on average about 13 years to get from
project initiation to completion while project development activities under the Federal
Transit Administration’s (FTA) New Starts
program average more than 10 years. Delayed project delivery creates inefficiencies
across the systems, translates into increased
project costs, and can undermine finance
plans. Congress should looking at efforts like
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the I-35W Bridge reconstruction in Minnesota, which took just over a year from start to
finish, as a model. The federal government
should continue to support research, development, and application of improved technologies that improve infrastructure design,
construction, maintenance, financing, and
operations, and increase safety and enhance
the environmental sustainability of the U.S.
highway and public transportation systems.
Paying for Highway and Public Transportation Needs
There needs to be a vigorous dialogue on
funding and financing, but first we have to
agree on the direction we are going. Too
many times in the past all of us – elected officials, interests, the media and the American
people – have started with the questions of
“How much is needed?” “How much do we
have to work with?” I commend the committee for starting with “What we need, what
can we do, and what are the benefits?” We
will get soon enough to “How much will it
cost and how will we pay for it.”
So my point on paying for it all is that
everyone needs to keep an open mind. I am
well aware that Members of Congress and
the Obama Administration are faced with
difficult fiscal circumstances. It is clear that
federal budget and appropriations processes
appear dominated by discussion of deficit
reduction, and Americans expect their leaders to make tough choices just as they have
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for their own households. However, without proper investment and attention to our
infrastructure, the United States’ economic
stability, potential for job growth, global competitiveness and quality of life are all at risk.
Investments in the nation’s highways and
public transportation systems are a core federal government responsibility. For the good
of our economy Congress must continue to
increase investment in our infrastructure:
now is the wrong time to cut back.
There should be strong incentives for
investment of private sector resources and
leveraging of public dollars to the greatest
extent possible. Barriers to private investment including regulations and administrative processes that make project delivery take
far too long should be removed or reformed.
Every state should have laws that not only
allow, but welcome, private investment. I
know you are well aware, Madam Chairman, of the power that expanding the TIFIA
(Transportation Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act) program holds. It is one of
the best deals around: each dollar of federal
funds can support up to $10 in TIFIA credit
assistance and leverage $30 in transportation
infrastructure investment. In fact, I spoke
yesterday with Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa about his plan to unlock the
gridlock in Los Angeles with accelerated investments in a suite of public transportation
projects called 30/10 using TIFIA, and TIFIA
could be expanded and applied elsewhere in
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the country. These ideas are just a few that
can help bring private investment and strategy public dollars.
Now, all of that said…public-private partnerships and lower-cost federal credit programs are not substitutes for direct federal
investment: they are financing and project
delivery tools.
Although there are many potential tools
to provide financing assistance, these tools
do not actually generate revenue or support
guaranteed funding levels. By guaranteed
funding, I mean the predictable, multi-year
dollars provided largely by formula to states.
This is the bread and butter for maintaining
and modernizing our existing highway and
transit infrastructure.
Investments in the nation’s highways and
public transportation systems are a core
federal government responsibility. Therefore,
federal resources provided from the Highway
Trust Fund (HTF) to states should provide
stable, certain funding over a multi-year
period.
In Conclusion
Today we are not talking about stimulus…
we are talking about growing the economy in
a fundamental, ongoing way.
Delaying investment will not make transportation problems go away. Instead, condi-
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tions and performance will get worse. Materials, labor, and land will get more expensive
and our businesses will be less competitive.
Opportunities to save lives will be missed.
Americans are already paying dearly for inferior transportation, through lost productivity,
wasted fuel, and tragically, more crashes.
There should be no further delay on a
multi-year authorization of the federal highway and public transportation programs. The
Chamber’s business members large and small
engage in long-term planning that relies on
assumptions about the economic foundation
of our country. Passage of a strong highway
and public transportation authorization
proposal with bi-partisan support will help to
set the table on which these companies and
their employees conduct business.
Madam Chairman and Members of the
committee: you understand the urgency and
importance of getting to work on SAFETEALU reauthorization. For our part, the Chamber and the Americans for Transportation
Mobility Coalition s ready to work with
you, the AFL-CIO, and anyone else to move

forward with investing in America’s economy.
There is no greater priority than economic
growth.
The bottom line is that the U.S. is missing a huge opportunity to ignite economic
growth, improve our global competitiveness,
and create jobs. This is not just “transportation for transportation’s sake.” Without more
robust economic growth, the U.S. will not
create the 20 million jobs needed in the next
decade to replace those lost during the recession and to keep up with a growing workforce, will not have the revenue to get the
deficit under control, will not have the ability
to keep pace with global competitors, and
will not be able to provide our children and
grandchildren with a better future. As we
emerge from the deepest and most painful
recession since the Great Depression – and
as our recovery limps along – it is necessary
to tap into every available source of economic growth available.

Community Transportation
and Commuter Vanpooling

A new partnership with VPSI Inc., the nation’s
largest provider of public vanpool services, affords CTAA members and their constituents a
new option for the expansion of cost-effective
commuter services.

Thomas J. Donohue is the President and CEO
of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

How do I get further information on the development of a vanpool program for my community? For more information, contact:
Jon Martz
VPSI Vice President for Government Relations
248.597.3500
jon.martz@vpsiinc.com
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Join Our Dialogue: A Campaign to
Educate and Engage on Important Policy Discussions
The time has come for public transit managers,
advocates, passengers and friends to tell their
stories and tell the truth about the importance of
mobility options for all Americans. The entirety of
this edition of DigitalCT provides reinforcement
to these efforts that all lead to a spring Educational Campaign that CT magazine will soon be
launching via an exciting new web interface.
The transit industry has an enviable record
to build on in the SAFETEA-LU era. Ridership is up overall, and rising once again after
plateauing at the onset of the recession.
Transit, in all its modes, remains a critical
link to economic recovery, to energy independence, to getting Americans back to work
and cleaning our environment. Demographic
trends like the aging of our society only boost
the importance of providing mobility options
for all our citizens. Health care practices
continue to focus on outpatient methodologies that require a mobility component. In
summation, the public and community transportation industry enters this next national
transportation era ready to extend its role in
national transportation policy.
This policy edition of DigitalCT is designed
to begin this important discussion or dialogue with our members, friends, supporters
and advocates. The principle four sections of
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the publication — focusing on rural mobility, urban mobility, connectivity and finance
— provide a series of broad policy outlines
and objectives that we believe constitute a
framework for reauthorization when that opportunity presents itself. More importantly,
however, these ideas provide an excellent set
of talking points for local transit providers,
passengers and advocates as they begin the
important work of educating elected officials
at all levels of our government about the true
benefits and importance of community and
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public transportation.
To make this a two-way dialogue, it is imperative that we hear from you. We hope that
after reading this edition of DigitalCT, you’ll
let us know the following:
• How will the policy concepts we discuss
impact your operation and your community?
• How can we re-work or fine-tune these
concepts to provide more local relevance to
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your system?
• Tell us about your conversations with
elected officials and other local leaders about
community and public transportation —
what’s worked and what hasn’t.

Interacting with Elected Officials

Please share your thoughts with cteditor@
ctaa.org on these and any other policy-related issues you’d like to discuss.

To help community and public transportation
better communicate with elected officials at
all levels of government –especially newlyelected ones – the following is a set of ideas
that may be conveyed in meetings, presentations and discussions.

The Coming Campaign

1) Tell them about your transit system

Later this spring, CT Magazine will be
launching a web-based Educational Campaign that seeks to inspire our readers to
begin the vital process of communicating
with federal elected officials — ideally at the
district office — about public and community transportation. The campaign will provide
some guided talking points, sample letters,
advise on how best to initiate and conduct
these important conversations and an innovative way for you to share your experiences.

•

Who you serve (seniors, people with
disabilities, people getting to medical appointments, employment trips, veterans

•

How you serve them (responsive, innovative, efficient)

Make no mistake, these conversations are
critical as the new members of Congress
and the newly constituted committees begin
addressing national transportation policy.
These new members — as well as the returning members — of Congress must understand the nature of transit efforts in their
districts. Several of our members have let
us know that they have already sought out
these meetings, and an effective outline has
emerged to structure the conversations:
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•

How you utilize the public›s investment
(efficient operations, good stewards of
public investment, community-driven approach)

2) Provide them with key stats about your
service
•

How many people ride and where they›re
going

•

How many miles/vehicles you operate

•

History of the service

•

Innovative partnerships, technologies
and strategies
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3) Demonstrate your local support
•

Local elected officials (mayors, council
members, county officials, etc)

•

Business leaders (chambers of commerce, business partnerships, civic associations, etc)

•

Social and human service programs
(VA, community health, senior services,
church groups, etc)

4) Justify continued investment in transit
through formula programs

5) Indicate support for efficiency incentives

6) Encourage regulatory streamlining

7) Avoid spinning the negative tale
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Concepts for Reauthorization
Returning to Our Values
With so much uncertainly emanating from
Washington right now, it is easy for those out
in the field — the people doing the real work
of community and public transportation
every day — to turn away from the policy
process. That’s why it’s a great time to turn
to the principles and values that have guided
our field since its inception.
At this year’s Community Transportation
EXPO, you’ll see a return to those values and
a strong affirmation of your role in serving
your passengers and building your communities. The initial returns on our Education
Campaign will be coming in giving us much
to discuss on the policy front. So — we ask
you to resist that urge to turn away in the
face of the dire and challenging news out of
Washington and to begin either making — or
reinforcing — the key connections at the local level. We’re here to help you!

New Benefits for Members! Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of
America presents an ever-growing pool of benefits and services, including:
•
•
•
•

New Certified Safety and Security Manager (CSSM) Training
Access to the Insurance Store at CTAA
The Latest Policy Analysis and an Effective Voice in Washington
Technical Assistance Programs and Information Resources

Become a member of the Community Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director, Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.org/join.

DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of this digital publication,
we only employ widely used technology that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we create are those most commonly used by readers of
such files. That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able to make
best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at cteditor@ctaa.org.
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Transportation Initiatives: Winning at the Ballot Box
In all policy discussions, it is good to have a road
map to success. Recently, transit has been winning
local referenda – including those where people vote
to either begin or extend a tax to support transit
– at a nearly 75 percent clip. Clearly, successful
theories in motivating elected officials – and more
importantly, voters – to support public and community transportation do exist. The Center for
Transit Excellence does an excellent job of tracking
the results of all local and state votes that impact
transit and the information for this analysis comes
from their great work.
In 2010, voters continued to show their support
for transportation investment by approving 77
percent of ballot measures. On Election Day, 22
out of 30 measures were approved in 13 states.
For the entire year, the Center for Transportation
Excellence found that voters approved 43 out of
56 measures. Nearly $500 million in funding over
five years was approved by voters on November 2,
2010. When added to funding approved earlier in
the year, voters have supported over $1 billion in
transportation investment. Information on all the
2010 measures is available at www.cfte.org.

decade worth of data demonstrating voters’ overwhelming support for investment in public transportation,” said CFTE Executive Director Jason
Jordan. “Despite the economy and conventional
political wisdom about opposition to taxes, voters
acknowledged that thoughtful, targeted investments in their communities are vital to restoring
and sustaining prosperity.”
Two counties in Virginia approved bonds totaling over $150 million to support the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority’s Capital
Improvement Program. In Rhode Island, more
than 70 percent of voters approved a statewide
measure for $4.7 million to purchase and rehabilitate buses for the Rhode Island Public Transit
Authority. Overall, 75 percent of bond measures
were approved on election day.
Property tax increases or renewals were successful in four Michigan jurisdictions, two West
Virginia cities and two counties in Ohio. Overall,
this was both the most popular type of finance
measure on the November ballot and the most
successful, with an approval rate of 78 percent.

Voters across the country — from Hawaii to
Rhode Island — approved measures on November
2 that demonstrate their commitment to improving transportation choices and increasing investment in their local infrastructure and services.

Five out of seven counties in the San Francisco
Bay Area voted to increase vehicle registration
fees by $10 to support transportation investments,
making vehicle fees a new and noteworthy financing tool, with a 71 percent success rate.

“[Last year’s] results at the ballot box reaffirm a

Only 10 percent of measures yesterday were
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non-finance. California voters, statewide, showed
support for transportation investment by approving Proposition 22, a constitutional amendment
to close loopholes that allowed the state to fill
budget gaps with money designated for transportation. In Oahu, HI, the electorate decided
to create a public transit authority to oversee
the construction and operation of the city’s $5.5
billion rail transit project. When faced with a
question of leaving the Fort Worth Transportation
Authority and using their half-cent sales tax on
other services, voters in Richland Hills, TX chose
to stay with the T.
CFTE also monitored several measures that are
not counted in the year’s total, but which demonstrate voter’s support for transit-friendly investment and decision-making. In Austin, TX, 55
percent of voters approved a $90 million bond
for mobility projects and complete streets investments. These projects will help make the region
more transit-friendly. Also worth noting, Californians overwhelming defeated Proposition 23, with
61 percent of the voters rejecting the measure.
Prop 23 would have suspended California’s landmark clean air legislation, AB 32 — The Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006. AB 32 requires
that the state cut greenhouse gas emission levels
to 1990 levels by 2020, and is slated to begin in
2012.
The Center for Transportation Excellence is a nonpartisan research group based in Washington, D.C.
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Transit Notes
by a combination of federal, state and local
investment and mirrors other similarly-named
systems in other Maine communities. The
KVCAP spent two years working with officials
from the Maine Department of Transportation
to develop the project, which includes six new
accessible buses and a shuttle bus service in
downtown Augusta.
As part of its five routes on both sides of the
Kennebec River, the Explorer serves several
medical facilities and universities, including
two Maine General Medical Center campuses,
the University of Maine at Augusta and Kennebec Valley Community College. The Explorer
also features affordable and simplified fares for
riders – $1 for trips within one of the system’s
towns, $1.25 for trips between two towns and
$3 for the Waterville – Augusta route.

Kennebec Explorer Brings Revitalized
Transit to Central Maine
A mix of new and expanded services mark the
debut of the Kennebec Explorer, which unites
a new service between Waterville and Augusta
and the existing routes of the Kennebec Valley Community Action Program (KVCAP)
under the new service brand. The enhanced
system – which began service on the Waterville
– Augusta route on February 7 – is supported
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“This is building on that whole theme that It’s
just going to make it much easier for people
to get around central Maine on the Explorer
system,” said Jim Wood, business manager for
KVCAP’s transportation program. “We’re excited about it. We solicited a lot of public input
through a variety of forums as we developed it.”
Tennessee Expands Vanpool Program
Building off a program that already moves more
than 950 daily riders in 81 vans across nine
counties, Middle Tennessee commuters will
benefit from an additional 20 new vans over the
next three years as the Transportation Management Association Group expands its vanpool
options in the state. More than $1.03 million
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in federal investment through the Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program
will support the expansion, which will also
include replacement of existing vans, a public
awareness campaign, research to study regional
clean air initiatives, and education on the
consequences of idling vehicles while parked or
waiting. The current program already removes
an estimated 16 tons of vehicle emissions from
the air in Middle Tennessee through riders who
would otherwise be driving their own vehicles.
“It’s growing, and we are almost out of our
fleet,” said Debbie Henry, Executive Director
of the Transportation Management Association
Group. “[The funding] all speaks to education
and awareness.”
Valley Metro (Ariz.) Opens Innovative
Mobility Center
Through a new state-of-the-art facility, Valley
Metro – which provides public transportation
services throughout the Phoenix metropolitan
region – will be to more efficiently administer
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for people who most need Dial-a-Ride,” Scott
Somers, Vice Mayor of Mesa, Ariz.

the certification process for its Dial-a-Ride
service as well as its travel training programs.
Designed for ease in usability for customers,
the Valley Metro Mobility Center opened on
February 23 and features a full-scale transit
environment for travel training, including a
full-size bus and shelter set against a backdrop
of photo murals depicting various transportation modes.
The project was supported with investment
from the Proposition 400 Regional Transportation Plan, which was approved by Maricopa
County voters in November 2004. Passengers
utilizing the center can reach it via the 44th
Street and East Washington light-rail station, as well as Valley Metro’s 1, 3, and 44 bus
routes. The agency’s travel training programs
help Dial-a-Ride customers improve their familiarity with the system’s fixed route bus and
light-rail services.
“The more we can continue to transfer people
from Dial-a-Ride to programs like this, the
more money we have left to provide service
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more out of their investment and continuing
to make progress on improving public transit
services.”

Ontario Completes Specialized Vehicle
Purchase
Through a first-of-its-kind agreement in
Ontario, 11 municipalities in the Toronto
metropolitan area worked together to jointly
procure 27 new accessible vehicles. By working through the regional transportation entity, Metrolinx, the vehicles – acquired from
Canadian manufacturers and distributors
Creative Carriage and Crestline Coach, Ltd.
– can carry up to six passengers with mobility
devices and utilize clean diesel engines. The
joint procurement – representing the municipalities of Durham, Sarnia, North Bay,
Welland, Kenora, Thunder Bay, Cornwall,
Community Care North Hastings (Bancroft),
Oakville, St. Thomas and York – will save
$400,000 after a $3.5 million order.
“By working together, we were able to generate a significant cost savings with a lower
unit price on the new buses and reduced
administrative costs for all parties associated
with the joint procurement process,” said
Metrolinx President and CEO Bruce McCuaig. “We are helping municipalities get
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Corvallis Transit System (Ore.) Begins FareFree Service
From the beginning of February, all passengers
riding the Corvallis Transit System and it’s
Beaver Bus service for the University of Oregon have benefited from the ultimate transit
advantage: free fares. As part of a new citywide
sustainable initiatives effort – supported by
monthly fees of $4.05 for all Corvallis residents
– the system’s eight bus lines and three Beaver
Bus routes no longer charge fares. The sustainability initiatives also include maintenance of
city trees and sidewalks, and allowed the city
to utilize the sales tax revenues it previously
devoted to transit service to support local police
and fire protection, libraries, parks and recreation. At the same time, it safeguards transit
investment from fluctuations in annual general
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fund revenues, avoiding risks of service cuts
and fare increases.
“Of course, we hope there’s a big bump in
ridership,” said Corvallis transit director Tim
Bates. “the city will be tracking how the fareless system affects bus use.”

Evergreen Point Floating Bridge. Sound Transit – the regional transit provider in the Puget
Sound area – operates express buses from the
Kirkland transit center, including into downtown Seattle. King County Metro also provides
local bus service at the facility.
“This was a wonderful collaboration between
all of our departments,” said Kirkland Mayor
Joan McBride. “Thank you for your patience
as the Kirkland City Council mulled over the
designs for many, many years.”

Kirkland (Wash.) Unveils New Transit Center
Replacing the city’s former 22-year old facility,
officials from the city of Kirkland and elsewhere throughout the Puget Sound region welcomed its new transit center on Friday, March
4. The $13.3 million project – supported by
a mix of federal, state and local investment –
includes six bus bays, five passenger shelters,
improved lighting and new passenger amenities. More than 580 buses travel through the
facility each week.
The new facility is part of an effort to respond
to the recently-installed tolls on nearby State
Route 520, which crosses Lake Washington
connect Seattle with communities including
Kirland, Redmond and Bellevue across the
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Go West Expands Service in McDonough
County (Ill.)
As of February 21, the Go West bus service in
Western Illinois expanded its service territory
to reach new parts of the city of Macomb. The
system – a partnership between McDonough
County Public Transportation and Western
Illinois University – now connects downtown
Macomb with neighborhoods and districts
to the north, including River Run and River
Ridge. Ridership, which currently averages
more than 820 riders per day, grew more than
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17 percent in 2010. Go West also connects
with Amtrak’s Illinois Zephyr and Carl Sandberg
trains to Quincy, and operates 14 routes in the
community.
“This is on a trial basis,” said Go West Director
Gary Ziegler. “We want to see what the ridership is from now through summer.”
Rockbridge Area Transportation System
(Va). Begins New Express Bus Route
Working with RADAR – a non-profit, regional
transportation operator in central Virginia – the
Rockbridge Area Transportation System (RATS)
initiated its first express route, connecting
Lexington and Buena Vista, Va. over Route 60,
which parallels the Maury River. Making 18
stops in Lexington and 17 in Buena Vista, the
service also links Washington and Lee University in Lexington with Southern Virginia University in Buena Vista. Buses serve the route in 55
minutes and operate every hour on weekdays
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
“The RATS Board of Directors and staff welcome the new Maury Express fixed-route public
transportation service to be operated by RADAR,” said John F. X. Murphy, President of
RATS Board of Directors. “We look forward to
partnering with them to meet the transportation needs of the residents in our area.”
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community
Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making
mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s Board
of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the special expertise of its State Delegate
Council to assist in their important efforts.

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Ann Gilbert, President; Barbara Cline,
CCTM, Vice President; Moses Stites, CCTM, Treasurer; William McDonald, Secretary; Rochelle Cotey; Santo Grande, CCTM; Robert P. Koska;
Dave Marsh; John McBeth; Dave O’Connell; Fred Schmidt, PhD.; Moses Stites, CCTM; and Linda Yaeger, CCTM. Ex-Officio Directors: Dan
Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann Hutchinson, Reginald Knowlton, CCTM; William
McDonald; Roland Mross.
OUR STATE DELEGATE COUNCIL: Alabama • John Sorrell, CCTM;
Alaska • David Levy; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank Braaksma, CCTM;
Connecticut • Tom Cheeseman; Delaware • Ken Bock, CCTM; Florida •
Cathy Brown; Georgia • Robert Hiett; Hawaii • Don Medeiros, CCTM;
Idaho • Cecelia Hockett, CCTM; Illinois • Tom Zucker, CCTM; Indiana
• Sue Chapple, CCTM; Iowa • Shirley Helgevold; Kansas • Lisa Koch;
Kentucky • Beecher Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine •
Jim Wood; Maryland • Sherry Burford, CCTM; Massachusetts • Jack
Mastrangelo; Michigan • Dan Wedge; Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John Johnson;   Missouri • Randy Beem, CTPA; Montana •
Ron Wenger; Nebraska • Georgia Janssen; Nevada • Debbie Dauenhauer ; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New Jersey • Yvonne Manfra,
CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina • Vincent Brown, CCTM; North Dakota
• Darrell Francis, CCTM; Ohio • Kristina Reider; Oklahoma • Charla
Sloan, CCTM; Oregon • Elaine Wells; Pennsylvania • Martha Pierce;
Rhode Island • Doug Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South
Dakota • Ronald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas •
Margie Lucas; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton;
Virginia • Mark McGregor, CCTM; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia • David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert; and Wyoming • Sean
Solan.

An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control of
Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services, Inc. and
Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive
coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management services
and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and their systems.
Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison,
loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive confidential
insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by helping you
identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional ways of managing risk.

Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
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